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1. Overview
PRASARI 1 is a livelihoods promotion institution registered under Societies Registration Act. The
Organization works with a mandate to fulfill the need for professional services to disadvantaged families
in the society. PRASARI develops partnership with the National and International Agencies to work with
and for the rural disadvantaged households. Started with the livelihoods intervention the internal recurring
discussions have termed the interventions as ‘well being’ of the households, indeed, using the
organization’s strengths of natural resource management. Initiatives are taken till its end, towards
influencing the (State, local Govt.) policies addressing the needs of the marginal households. PRASARI is
increasingly responding to the emerging challenges of livelihoods through its activities with villagers. To
reach out to the network of major development stakeholders, PRASARI strongly focuses on working in
collaboration with Panchayeti Raj Institutions, thus to ensure a cumulative coverage for vulnerable
categories across a larger region. Women is the ‘key constituent’ for any activity, may be in the form of
simple SHGs or in the form of their larger collectives. Active entry in the Government Flagship
programmes (e.g IPPE-II, in MGNREGA) at the National and the state level has actually recognized the
Organization’s credibility and brought in the changes in the approaches of the programme execution by
the Govt. and PRI functionaries, in the State.

2. Mission & Vision
Mission: Working with and for the poor towards secured and sustainable livelihoods
Vision: Ensured access to the services for secured and sustainable livelihoods for the poor, especially the
women, to lead dignified life.

3. Legal Status
Rajarhat PRASARI is registered as a society under the West Bengal Societies registration Act (1961).It
has been registered under section 12AA and 80G(5)(vi) of the I.T. Act,1961.PRASARI is also registered
under FCRA-2010.

4. Governing Board
The Governing Body constitutes of seven members. They include individuals from professional and
management background with sound experiences of the development sector.
Subhendu Goswami
President
MBA in Rural Management-XISS
A good mix of experience at the management level
in corporate & Development sector.

Gouranga Banerjee
Treasurer
B.COM
16 years experience in providing capacity building
services to NGOs/MFIs in development sector.

Saikat Pal
Secretay

Dr. Dipankar Saha
Vice-President

1

Legal Name-Rajarhat PRASARI
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M.Tech in Water Resources Management, IITKharagpur
16 yrs. Of experience in direct grass-root
development work.
Mrs. Poly Adhikari
Member
15 Years of Banking Experience with Hong kong
Bank

Ph. D, FZS (Cal), 24 years of experience on managing large livelihoods programs based on natural
resource management, agriculture and fisheries.
Ms. Arpita Chaudhuri
Member
M.S.W, 12 years of experience on working with
destitute Children and women

Prof. Ratikanta Ghosh
Member
Ex. HoD-Dept. of Agronomy, Bidhan Chandra
Krishi Viswavidyalay, Kalyani,Nadia,West Bengal

5. Working Strategy for FY 2015-16
At the very beginning of this year the team has strategized to work together towards more and more
development and keeping more impact to the lives of the people of the costal delta. In every team
meeting, the team members sit together and plan for upcoming works and the person to be responsible for
those works.
In case of Dooars Team, Till 2013-14 the intervention strategy of the organization was to work with
individual farmers on various farming techniques. With the increasing experience a need of community
based platform was realized. From the early 2014 the Dooars team of the organization started forming and
nurturing women Self Help Groups (SHGs). It was seen that most of the families in the intervention area
are already members of SHGs promoted under different Government schemes like-SGSY, but majority of
the SHGs are either irregular or defunct. Having a small team the organization strategized to select few
SHGs (mostly tribal SHGs) and nurture them to regenerate. This was a great learning for the organization
which ultimately led to standardize the working strategy to have a SHG based institution as a community
platform to work with and for the community during the Financial Year 2015-16.
If we look after the South 24PGs Team, since the beginning there was individual approach on SRI paddy
cultivation. Then over time, PRASARI started working with every aspect of livelihoods for the rural
people of these areas like fish rearing, livestock rearing, vegetable cultivation through various water
management technologies, leveraging govt. supports to scale the SRI practice in rice, wheat, maize and
mustard, leveraging vet-care from line department etc. This year the team has taken an initiative on
collectivization of various products of the beneficiaries and sell them in bulk to get the higher and best
prices which, in turn, will help them to change their approach of producing and selling their produces.
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Now it’s turn to look over the new area of intervention by PRASARI, i.e. Sandeshkhali II block of North
24 PGs district. However, the basic strategy for the new area was formulated keeping bird’s eye towards
the stated constituents of the Organization and amongst the seven - primarily the new team started to
work with major four constituents i.e. (I) Women Participants, (II) ST population, (III) working through
SHG Institutions and (IV)
Working
through
collaboration with the
Government departments.
Several
activities
or
programmes were initiated
to ensure the constituents
like
the
one
day
sensitization programmes
in all the tiers of PRIs as
well SHG institutions,
through the assistance from
the PRIs - tracing out the
pockets of ST based areas
along with actual poor
habitats, formulation of Poverty Assessment Tools (PAT) and facilitate to conduct the complete survey of
the Gram Panchayat areas and so on. It was revealed that through the practice of the PAT format, it has
actually became too easier to demarcate the needy population pockets where the team will have to devote
themselves to fulfill both the constituents as well as the objectives of the BRLF Programme. The diagram
has proven itself appropriate to show the basic
strategies of PRASARI SDK-II team to penetrate in
the new area with the power of constituents and to
achieve the aim of holistic development, along with
a bit positive change in life style, thorough
sustainable livelihoods.

To be summarized, it can be said that in case of
strategizing the plan, each team of the organization
has kept in mind about the goal and objective of the
organization like the diagram.
Thus, like every year PRASARI has emphasized on
working with and for the poorest of the poor people
with a strategy which strongly focuses on working
in close collaboration with Panchayati Raj
Institutions.
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6. Aspects of Work
Women empowerment, being the major focused area of PRASARI, SHGs have been formed to work in
various aspect of livelihood. Women have been united together to form groups as unit of development.
Savings, weekly meetings, internal lending, issue based discussion etc. are the major things performed by
the SHGs. Continuous monitoring is being done by executives to maintain proper group health. Overall, it
is visible in every aspect of work, PRASARI has mostly emphasized on three things. These are Water
security, Income security and Nutrition & Hygiene security. Let’s have a quick look on every aspect of
work which have been done so far in this financial year.

6.a WATER SECURITY
6.a.1. Diversion Based Irrigation (DBI) project:
The Diversion Based Irrigation (DBI) project at Angrabhasha-1 GP of Nagrakata Block in Jalpaiguri
District has been completed in this financial year. Works regarding 3.7 Km pipe laying and making 3
water diversion structures were completed in the previous year but it was experienced after one rainy
season that the silt load need to be tapped before entering into the water regulation system. To address
this issue a SHG Institution (Umang Mahila Samiti), promoted by PRASARI, took lead in construction of
siltation chamber. Preparing estimates, raw material purchasing, fixing skilled and semiskilled workers
and monitoring of the work till successful completion, everything was done by the women SHG
institution. After successful completion of the DBI project total 430ha.of land covering 1162 families is
receiving water for cultivation in the dry period of the year.

6.a.2.Micro plan for irrigation saturation in Angrabhasa-II Gram Panchayat:
In collaboration with the Gram Panchayat Swikriti SHG Sangha, Angrabhasa-II has prepared micro plan
on irrigation saturation for the Gram Panchayat. The G.P helped to organise PRA sessions, supported
with providing basic kits, volunteer and most importantly revenue maps. Under active facilitation of the
PRASARIans SHG members prepared the village development plans. Along with the SHG cluster the
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Sabhapati, Nagrakata Panchayat Samiti and the organisation pursued the matter to the District Nodal
Officer, MGNREGA and the Water
Resource Investigation and Development
Department (WRIDD). After initial dialog
with the department the Gram Panchayat
(Angrabhasa-II G.P, Nagrakata) along with
the cluster organised and hosted a field visit
of a high level team of WRIDD comprising
the Superintend Engineer,
Executive
engineers, Assistant and Sub-assistant
Engineer from four Districts (Jalpaiguri,
Darjeeling, Alipurduar and Coochbehar)

PICTURES
Above: SHG members preparing and presenting map-based irrigation plan
Bellow: Detail irrigation saturation plan
Bottom: WRIDD team visiting the site
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Sandeshkhali II, being the new area of intervention, was remarked earlier that the operations of PRASARI
in this area was initiated from the late November, 2015 and thus the basic attention was rendered to the
strengthening the people’s platform both for the PRIs and into SHG Institutions. However, the only
activity was initiated during this time frame was
the Water Security Programme through Piloting
Ground Water Management (PGWM) activities.
As it discussed earlier that according to the
strategy PRASARI has decided to work with, for
and by the members of SHG Institutions - the area
of intervention (Korakati Gram Panchayat) was
selected by the Clusters and the five days whole
initiation programme guided by the PGWM team
(in chairmanship of Dr. Hinangshu Kulkarni) has
been conducted along with the Cluster members.
Immediately after the starting intervention, in consultation with the Korakati Agragati Cluster, Gram
Samsad (ward) level Volunteers were selected form the
SHG members and a one day’s training cum
demonstration programme was held where the Cluster
leaders have shared their experiences during the
initiation programme and the next of responsibilities of
the newly selected volunteers. Finally, within the
stipulated time all the volunteers submitted all necessary
details of a total of 1663 tube-wells. The data has been
duly digitized and sent to the PGWM team and the
payments of volunteers are on processing till the
reporting times (The diagram showing the detailed
numbers of tube-wells according to their respective
water levels). From the cumulative data of the extensive
survey various points were revealed like - (I) although
100% of population was covered under the so-called safe drinking water but only 23% of the total
families have possessed tube-wells, (II) there are no such regulations from neither the Gram Panchayat
nor any other related
Government departments
on installation of a new
tube-wells, (III) during the
iron quality test it was
found that more than 42%
tube-wells
are
contaminated with iron and
as an obvious result the
local dwellers are suffering
from
some
specific
diseases caused by iron
contamination, (IV) since
last
five
years
no
examination of drinking
water
was
conducted
except the arsenic test by
the ASHA workers in some of the Samsads - even, the Gram Panchayat do not have any report of that
arsenic test.
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6.a.3.Sondarban: About the works on water security in South 24 PGs field areas, it can be said that there
was a visit of members from the SRLM and State
MGNREGS along with the District as well as
Block level officials was completed. At that time
the Annual Action Plan of 2016-17 MGNREGS
(IPPE-II) was an ongoing process. Till date 4
Village level Microplans were derived and
submitted to the block on Land Development and
Vegetative River Bank Protection in respective
three Gram Panchayats. After visiting the Five
Square model which was innovated and
implemented by PRASARI earlier, the
representatives from Govt. of West Bengal
accepted the model as one of the best models for
salinity reduction and higher income generation
in the coastal region, in the month of January
2016 the DNO-NREGS issues an Order to the
BDO-Gosaba with an instruction to enlist all the
livelihood plans into the IPPE-II plans of 2016-17
and implement accordingly. Presently a total of
14 No.s of microplans (@ Rs. 110000 each) were
already sanctioned in Kochukhali Gram
Panchayat and 46 No.s (@ Rs. 110000 each) of
Shambhunagar Gram panchayat are under process
to be sanctioned. Few base works were done
regarding the implementation of Five Square
model.

Soil pH Testing
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6.b. INCOME SECURITY
The income security theme starts from ensuring staple food through intervention in the food grain crop,
whereas the cash income for the households are taken care of the income from other activities mutually
decided for intervention based on the family’s available resources and assets. Mostly, the households
having/created the land for second crop are facilitated for vegetable cash crops on main lands. Those who
do not have even the Homestead land is provided with the option of sack cultivation, we call it as landless
garden. The livestock intervention has been proven to be a significant activity secures family’s income.

6.b.1. Ensuring staple food through System of Root Intensification (SRI):
PRASARI started working in Jalpaiguri and South 24PGs districts with SRI as an entry point activity.
Over time, directly or indirectly PRASARI promoted a cumulative of more than 3000 SRI farmers in the
District. During the kharif of present financial
year the organization jointly prepared the SRI
action plan with the Department of Agriculture
in the two Blocks under intervention. Irregular
rainfall and flood in the later period affected the
farming plan of the farmers. As a whole in the
kharif season the organization worked with 326
households with SRI and in the Rabi season
another 78 farmers practiced SRI at their fields.
The DoAg supported with paddy seeds for a total
of 265 farmers and with micronutrients (Zn and
B) for 84 farmers in the later period.
In case of South 24 PGs, like every year, this year also people have moved on towards paddy cultivation
in the Kharif season. Due to high rainfall, this year the farmers have faced tremendous problem in paddy
cultivation and were able to earn a minimum profit. It is seen that in this year 395 HHs and 77 HHs have
cultivated paddy in the Kharif season and Rabi season with area coverage of 610.75 Acre and 85.25 Acre
respectively.
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6.b.2. Vegetable Cultivation:
During the current financial year Dooars team has worked directly with 90 families in vegetable
cultivation. Detail training programme was organized on
different stages of vegetable cultivation like- land
preparation, seed treatment and nursery preparation,
transplantation,
nutrient
management
and
pest
management. Along with hiring external experts
PRASARI created a platform for the vegetable farmers
where local experienced farmers played the important role
of resource persons to provide instant support to relatively
inexperienced farmers. This was added with frequent field
visit by the PRASARIans.
In the summer season, people having source of irrigation have cultivated paddy along with various
vegetables. This year 92 HHs have
cultivated vegetables in Kharif
season 30.15 Acre of land and in
Rabi season 294 HHs have grown
vegetables covering 276.95 Acre
land area. Keeping this situation in
mind, PRASARI have strategized to
go for some innovation to help the
farmers to earn much more in
comparison to their traditional
practices.
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6.b.3. Animal husbandry and Bare Foot Technicians (BFTs):
Scheduled Tribes are amongst our target communities in Dooars. PRASARI intervened in livestock as an
alternative principal option for livelihoods for the rural poor. In Dooars livestock rearing is still
considered as a buffer activity. Primary challenge
which the team is facing is regularizing vaccination
of the livestock. To bridge the gap PRASARI has
developed a cadre base (Selected didis of SHGs) of
the barefoot technicians towards providing local
vet-care support to the cattle and bird rearing
families. By withdrawing the expenditure on Prani
Bandhu (local Government affiliated Vet-Care
Service Person) this has been innovated to add a
little more taste towards the contribution of
incremental family income, by reducing the
expenditure ‘arrow’. They were also tagged with
the BDLO-of the respective Blocks as to procure necessary medicines and vaccines in the minimum
Government rate.
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In case of South 24 PGs, it has been found that
this year 571 no. of HHs have chosen goat
rearing, 135 no. of HHs went with sheep
rearing, 65 HHs have done pig rearing, 991
HHs and 240 HHs moved on with chick rearing,
duck rearing respectively. 682 HHs have reared
fish which covered an area of 172.55 Acre.
Apart from the contribution of the beneficiaries
PRASARI have been able to contribute at least
minimum holding the hands of the partners like
Trickle Up, FADV, CEI at the respective
project areas. The beneficiaries have been
provided with hand-holding trainings of various
aspects of livestock rearing this year also. Most of the Bare Foot Technicians (BFTs) are working actively
at their respective areas. They are bringing the needed vaccines and medicines from BLDO and helping
the local people to keep their animals disease free and healthy.
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6.b.4. Fish Rearing:
Considering SHGs as the unit of development, PRASARI has entered into the day to day lives of the
beneficiaries they are working with. At present
PRASARI is working with most of the aspects of
livelihoods of the local people. At the high
salinity zones of Sundarbans, apart from
agriculture, people have chosen livestock rearing
as one of the most important aspects of
livelihood. Chick rearing, duck rearing, goatsheep-pig rearing, fishery etc. have remained age
old practice as most important alternative
livelihood for the people of Sundarbans. The post
Aila situation was totally against them to come up
with more effort towards livestock rearing. There
one can hardly find a household without a small
piece of pond where they rear fish. It has been
found that most of the household use to consume
the produces rather selling them to the markets.
PRASARI helped them to plan to rear fish not
only for household consumption but to sell at
least few also. For that, they need to know the
nurturing of the pond, the fishes, have to feed
them well to get proper growth etc. Trainings
have been provided to them regarding the issues
of fish rearing and this year it has been found that
most of the households who planned for fish
rearing, have at least got some earnings from this
particular livelihood activity.
6.b.5. Reduction of expenditure and ecological sustainability- Vermicompost and Bio-pesticide:
Income can be secured either by increasing the volume of income of by
reducing expenditure. With the objective of reducing expenditure on
purchasing fertilizer and pesticide PRASARI has been promoting
Vermicompost and Bio-pesticide among the farmers. During the current
financial year 485 new households have started preparing
vermicompost and 55 old households have multiplied the no. of
vermicompost pits. In the implementation of vermicomst initiative SHG
clusters have played important role. Clusters have selected sub-cluster
wise VRPs, arrange their training. Clusters also played a middleman’s
role in earthworm distribution. These institutions have purchased
earthworms from the practicing member families and sold to the
organization in bit higher price. This institution based model has helped
Annual Report 2015-16
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to out scale the intervention in short time.
Along with vermin units many families have multiplies
and replicated azolla units as well. Five tribal SHGs in
two G.Ps have been practicing non pesticide management
practices and preparing bio-pesticide at the village level.
In case of all the field areas, most of the beneficiaries
have prepared Azolla pit and are feeding their livestock
with those.

At the end of this financial year, we have done an analysis of income from various livelihood activities
with a stratified sample of 300HH. It has been found that most of the households have pursued an
incremental income of Rs. 10000/- to Rs. 40000/-. To be summarized, it can be depicted as the following
diagram2 4
5
42

20

Rs. <5000
Rs. 5000-10000
71

Rs. 10000-20000
Rs. 20000-40000
Rs. 40000-60000
Rs. 60000-80000

156

Rs. >80000

Incremental Income with No. of HHs
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6.c. NUTRITION AND HYGIENE SECURITY
India is a country where millions of people go for open defecation every morning. Government of India
has started many programmes over time to
stimulate environmental sanitation and hygienic
practices through reducing open air defecation.
Now this effort has been reintroduced in a new
shape as Swatch Bharat Mission but as like the
other times it is facing a same kind of problem with
demand creation despite of the major subsidised
design. The Jalpaiguri area is not an exception.
According to the Base Line Survey, 2012 (by the
state Govt.) around 30,000 HHs in Nagrakat and
Matiali Blocks are practicing open defecation.
In Matiali Block PRASARI has worked voluntarily
Awareness camp on Open Defecation (OD)
in two of the most remote and backward tribal
dominated patches of the Block where the existing
system was finding it ‘too hard to bite’ for creating
demand for IHHL. The organization played its role
here to aware the people about the bad effects of
open defecation (OD) through awareness camps and
motivated the villages to take part in SBM.
PRASARIans motivated the local SHG didis for
hamlet based planning through participatory
mapping for identifying the households practicing
OD (showed in the pictures). In the open session
villagers themselves identified and marked those
families which created an environment of shame and
ultimately increased the acceptance of Individual
Household Latrine (IHHL) under Swatch Bharat Mission (SBM).
Child Nutrition, being another thematic area of
PRASARI has been continued this year also. At the
beginning, child nutrition was the main focused area
but it has been found that, the intervention has
become a family approach. The working strategy is
like that children from very poor families in the
project areas have been identified, checked up by
doctors, their height, weight, BMI, hemoglobin etc.
have been measured. Later the mothers have been
provided with training on kitchen garden, provision
of tri-color food. After certain times everything have
been measured again and it has been found that their health have been improved a lot. In such a way,
PRASARI have worked with 95 children in this year.
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7. Case Studies
1. SHG Cluster responding the need at Nagrakata: PMSHC:Mother Nature has blessed the humankind with many resources. Life cannot be imagined without natural
resources like sunlight, water or air. The most important thing, in which’s absence even we will not be
able to feed ourselves, is ‘Mitti’ (Soil). A food grower (farmer) let the seed to grow into the secure lap of
soil and soil not only protects but also provides every necessary nourishing elements.
Sukra Mahali is a small farmer from Hridaypur village. In last kharif, the small farmer thought to increase
his assured food (paddy) supply from his existing two bighas of land through newly learned method of
paddy cultivation, SRI. He did everything exactly on field as he learned from an executive from
PRASARI. Initially it looked good. The sprouting, hill, no. of tillers everything were satisfactory to
Sukra. Few days later, when flowering paddy fields started to increase the beauty of the village, Surka
started getting anxious as his SRI paddy was not flowering as it was expected to be. With the time the
anxiety turned into disappointment as the yield was very low, even lesser than the adjacent field
cultivated under traditional method. ‘Experts’ came and draw inference that it was because of the
micronutrient deficiency in the soil. It seems very hard to understand for a farmer like Sukra Mahali. One
day one progressive farmer of that locality informed Sukra that Govt. has started a new programme to
judge the soil quality of every farmer’s land. Sukra told himself, ‘if I could have it!’
The Assistant Director of Agriculture, Nagrakata Block (Jalpaiguri district) and the whole extension team
comprising only one Krishi Prajukti Sahayak (KPS) was under immense pressure as the Block had a huge
target of collecting soil samples under PMSHC programme within stipulated time. The Block authority
was again down in the dumps as the neighbouring Blocks were running a good flow in comparison with
Nagrakata Block.
PRASARI works here in Nagrakata Block under the BRLF project in collaboration with WBSRLM. The
organisation has been working with the SHGs at Angrabhasa-I Gram Panchayat for last few months with
a primary objective of strengthening the local Muskan SHG Cluster. The Cluster had a plan to make all
the Govt. flagship programmes reach all the member families. PMSHC was not an exception. In this
endeavour, under the active facilitation of the organisation the SHG cluster made contact with the
Department of Agriculture (DoAg). It was a fruitful effort for both the institutions. With the proper
guidance and facilitation of PRASARI the SHG cluster selected some member volunteers, satisfying the
basic criteria of having smart phone, from each sansad (Sub-cluster level). Representative (KPS) from the
DoAg helped the volunteers with on field training and demonstration of Soil Sample collection using
mouza map and grid and the procedure of uploading the information online using the app. After few
demonstrations and initial handholding support of PRASARIANs and KPS the volunteer didis
successfully completed all the possible sample collections within few weeks which ultimately contributed
to fulfil the Block’s target upto a great extent as a similar initiative was taken by the Swiktriti Sangha
(also facilitated by PRASARI) of neighbouring Angrabhasa-II Gram Panchayat. SHG Cluster as an
institution received the allotted fund for soil sample collection from the DoAg and after deducting service
charge (@25% per sample) paid to the volunteer didis.
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This initiative by these two SHG clusters in Angrabhasa-I and Angrabhasa-II Gram Panchayat helped
poor and vulnerable farmers like Sukra Mahali to avail the benefit of Govt. flagship programme like
PMSHC. It was a unique case for the department and the village as well where women institution through
some women volunteers successfully executed a Govt. programme at the grassroot level which is
reflected in the words of ADA, Nagrakata “this has been a tremendous effort by the clusters which made
us possible to serve the community properly and further the department will collaborate with SHG
clusters to conduct similar activities in all the Gram Panchayats where PRASARI is intervening.”

2. Reaching the mass: an experience:PRASARI has been motivating farmers for
preparing and using vermicompost for last few
years. Over time, several implementation
strategies have been tried. Sometimes, farmers
were
motivated
individually
through
campaigns or PRASARIANs directly tried to
motivate dids to prepare and use the organic
manure. In most of the cesses it was successful
but limited within a small scale. Under the
current project, the team along with the SHG
Clusters jointly planned to promote
vermicompost among the members.
SHG Clusters of Angrabhasa-I (Muskan
A SHG member doing
Cluster) and Angrabhasa-II (Swikriti Sangha)
Gram panchayat of Nagrakata C.D Block and
vermicompost
Bipasha SHG Cluster of Bidhannagar Gram
Panchayat in Matiali C.D Block started the
initiative few months back. Accordingly, list of
convinced members were consolidated at subclusteres (Sansad Level) which was followed
by
Village Resource Person (VRP) selection. Clusters themselves fixed some criteria for selecting VRPs at
the sub-cluster level who were trained by experienced Field executives of the organisation. After training
and demonstrations VRPs started working initially with registering the interested members. Rs
20/household of the interested SHG members was collected against each registration by the Clusters. The
clusters also fixed the roles and responsibilities to ensure doorstep service to the member families.
Frequent monitoring by the cluster members along with PRASARIANs was done which involved data
sharing and presentation at the cluster and sub cluster meetings and filed visits. The cluster played another
role to coordinate and supply earthworms to the demanding families with a business point of view.
Clusters took it like a piloting where the cluster buys earthworm from a member who has prepared
vermicompost previously in a reasonable rate and sells to the newly demanding household in a greater
price. Thus, the clusters become able to earn some money, though very less, on their own.
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After few months, this model of vermicompost promotion reached scale where the quality was ensured
along with quantity. Now, in these Gram Panchayats considerable number of farming families prepare
and use vermicompost in their fields. In addition to that few members like Sumitra Pradhan of Indira
Gandhi SHG of Angrabhasa-I G.P earned a total of more than Rs 10000.00 in last three months selling
earthworm to the cluster and other interested buyers. She also told that “many farmers from other villages
come here to buy vermicompost and earthworm and even one local small Tea Garden contacted me to
supply earthworm and compost frequently.” There are many families like her throughout the area under
intervention who are not only applying vermicompost to their own field but also earning money by selling
it.

3.

‘Transparencies’ - a value can be imbibed

Radha Krishna - an SHG of ten members started their journey from 2006 at the Tushkhali Mouza of
Korakati Gram Panchayat. The SHG was primarily formed under NABARD’S endeavour and later on
came under Anandadhara (WBSRLM) through their inclusion in KORAKATI AGRAGATI CLUSTER.
During Sub Cluster Sensitization, it was revealed that the Radha Krishna SHG is bearing two savings
passbook and eventually both of the passbooks were being operated. The PRASARI team member
promptly facilitated to sit with the all the members of that group in presence of the PRI representative of
that samsad along with the leaders from Jana Kalyan Sub Cluster as well as the Agragati Cluster. It was
also revealed that the three prime office bearers of that group have swallowed more than Rs. 20,000
(twenty thousand) without informing the rest members.
However, after a day long discussion (the picture of the meeting has been attached) with full of debates
and controversial conversations – the final resolution had been the handing over of both of the passbooks
to the custody of the Cluster and with a unanimous decision of withheld of the passbook in terms of
disbursement of any further loan for the next three months. It was also decided that all the office bearers
will have to repay all pending amount with interest within the next three months after which one of the
passbook will be cancelled and the SHG will start functioning usually. The cluster and the sub-cluster
literally has taken a very rigid step and the deliberation has ensured the repayment of two instalments to
the group, so far.
4. Entitlements are not always spelt out
Korakati Agragati Cluster has started its journey with the objective of sustainable holistic development
and promotion of sustainable livelihoods amongst themselves since the 2012. Bearing the notion of selfdependence in their mind and spirit the cluster got its shape with the strength of a total number of one
hundred and ninety five (195) SHGs comprising of 1978 members across the three mouzas of the whole
Gram Panchayat area. But being a basic democratic platform to enhance their decision making in the
community level they did not have a particular place or venue where monthly meetings to be conducted
or The Executive Committee of the cluster pens down their future planning for themselves as well as
community based development., It was noticed by the PRASARIans from the starting days of their
intervention, under BRLF, with the Korakati Agragati Cluster. However, under facilitation of PRASARI,
the Executive Committee approached the Gram Panchayat to get allowed a room or compartment in
which regularly they could regularly conduct their monthly meeting as well as the Cluster can performs as
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helping hand to the Panchayat towards their
holistic development. Fortunately the appealing
team succeed to convince the Gram Panchayat
and they granted a room to the cluster, from the
April-2016 with a hope of transparency and
decentralization of power (the picture showing
the monthly meeting of Korakati Agragati
Cluster in the said room).

5. Bandita is ready to live better…
Bandita Mondal (28 years), W/o - Bimal Mondal is a permanent resident of Bijaynagarvillage of Balli II
GP of Gosaba Block, South 24 PGs. While implementing a project, “Strengthening livelihoods and
facilitating improved access to basic services for the people living under
extreme poverty in South & North 24 Parganas” funded by FADV, Italy,
the implementing agency PRASARI selected her as one of the group
member of Loknath SHG in December, 2014. They used to go here
and there as daily wage labourer to earn their bread.
After formation of SHG, meetings started, regular savings went on
properly, PRASARI provided various trainings on agriculture and
livelihood activities. Then she came to know that the funding agency is
going to provide a grant amount of Rs. 8500/- to each member for
strengthening their livelihood. Plans were made with each household.
She, along with her husband planned for two livelihood activities, i.e.
chick rearing and fishery. But later she decided to go ahead with only fishery.
In the last season she invested Rs. 15225/- in fish cultivation, for which she took a loan of Rs. 8225/from her SHG and invested Rs. 7000/- from her family. At
the end of the previous season, she was able to sell fish of an
amount of Rs. 33000/-, which shows a straight profit of Rs.
17775/-. Also she put aside some fishes in other tank due to
re-excavation of her pond. In the coming season she will
again put those fishes into the previous pond and will add
some more.
She repaid the loan amount and simultaneously she planned
for goat rearing also. At present she has 4 goats which are
going to be sold few days later.
Bandita’s husband goes for work outside but now she works in others field during cropping and
harvesting season in their locality and became more interested in her planned activity, looking forward to
earn more and change their lives to some extent.
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Chandana’s dedication and determination can turn her fate!!!
Chandana Mahata (32years), w/o – Dhananjay Mahata is a permanent resident of Tentultali village of
Pathankhali GP of Gosaba Block, South 24 PGs. Daily wage labourer
and working outside the village of her husband is the main earning
source of the family. While implementing a project, “Strengthening
livelihoods and facilitating improved access to basic services for the
people living under extreme poverty in South & North 24 Parganas”
funded by FADV, Italy, the implementing agency PRASARI selected
her as one of the group member of Alomoni SHG in December, 2014.
After group formation, all of the group members started a regular
savings and few inter lending among them. PRASARI has provided
them various trainings on how to run an SHG properly, trainings on
agriculture, livestock etc.
After few months she came to know that FADV is going to provide a grant amount of Rs. 8500/- to each
member for strengthening their livelihood. She started planning for investment. After certain days the she
along with her husband planned for their livelihood sitting with the respective field executive working
with them. She planned for paddy cultivation, duck and sheep rearing. She started her livelihood activities
with rearing only 10 ducks and 4 sheep. On her small
homestead area she made a good duck shed & a shed for
sheep. With regular medicine and vaccination, at the end of
December’15 she sold 5 ducks at Rs. 2500/-. She was
explaining, till that day she has sold and consumed egg of
an amount of Rs. 1200/-.
In her 2bigha of land she produced 10.2 quintal of paddy in
this season which costs Rs. 10,200/-. Apart from that, at
present she has 10 sheep and 5 ducks. She is going to have
a good amount by selling the sheep very soon.
Thus, from all the aspects of livelihood activities Chandana is expecting to increase their family income
and dreams to turn her fate as soon as possible.
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8. Organizational Activities, HR Development work
8.a Annual Review and Reflection Exercise (ARRE)-2015:
Programme Dates: 14th to 19th September,2015 at Dooars, Jalpaiguri
ARRE Backdrops:
Teams of PRASARI have been working in three different districts (including HO). The environments and
deliverables might vary, so as the roles but the basic ‘goals’ and ‘focus’ of work are completely aligned or
needs to be aligned. The teams and individuals across the operational area are always very busy and
believed that they are contributing meaningfully in the lives of rural poor, in every ‘professional’
minute.There are Weekly/monthly Team meetings or the project reviews or Organizational reviews
indicate the growth of the staff members with respect to the peer professionals of the same project or the
team. The evaluation with respect to the larger HR pool in the Organization never takes place. Working
within the safe and comfort zone of ‘self’ does not facilitate one to stretch or excel and results in the
cumulative ‘average’ performance of the organization as a whole. The ARRE would work as the platform
to set the bench mark and assess against that has been set.
Every funding partnership with the donor look forward to a win-win situation, meaning both the donor
and the grantee aspire to excel and they have to! Achievement motivators excel with respect to self but
needs to be rated with respect to the others (ref. NIESBUD; A proven theory of achievement motivation
applicable to anybody/org). Thus the presence from the donor/partner organization in ARRE is essential
to evaluate their own project along with the field professionals of PRASARI (with respect to self) and
with respect to the projects funded by other donors, having almost same deliverables. This on the other
hand would ensure the cross inputs for quality future plan and improve upon.
So far the PRASARIans have been working in their teams towards attaining the deliverables in general set
by the HO, as the project proposals are built there and the deliverables are fixed thereof. This has
essentially restricted ‘de-centralized’ ownership and responsibility of the services to the poor. This is an
example of the ‘locus of control’ and true for other organizational aspects, also. ARRE-2015 is the first of
the programme of its type. This is expected that the programme will initiate and prepare the road-map
towards rolling out the decentralized leaderships and would set the tune towards building distributed
ownership. This would guide the PRASARIans to create and maintain an environment conducive to
mutual criticisms to excel.
In a sense, ARRE sets a mutual platform to review, reflect and plan based on the learning towards a
better Professional growth of the Organization and the individual.

Overall Aim of ARRE:
Keeping this backdrop in mind ARRE 2015 has been a prelude to longer term annual regularization of the
event with the following Aims:

Reviewing the Growth of Every individual staff members of the Organization and collectively
the respective projects and as a whole the entire Organization and plans to improve upon
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Reflecting the Governance, Operational procedures (delineating the constituents and nonnegotiable), management systems (defining the roles and responsibilities), and gathering inputs
towards

Standardizing them for rolling out and setting the detailed perspective plan for the

Organization towards cumulative achievements

Learning Outcomes:

Reviewing
 Reviewing (much more than the target nos. and
achievement against! Meaning the review would
be having quantitative, qualitative and other
parameters)each and every individual
(programme people not the finance personnel)
staff members of the Organization(may be project
wise)
 Cross sharing of achievements, innovations and
opportunities to improve upon (consolidated
project/sub group wise)
 Cross sharing of future plans (consolidated
project/sub group wise)

Standardizing
 Updating the PRASARIans on baselineGovernance, Operational procedures (delineating
the constituents and non-negotiable?),
management systems (defining the roles and
responsibilities?)
 Inputs taking towards standard Governance,
Management and Operations with the delineated
timelines to roll out

Actors:
All staff members, Representatives of the Governing Body, Representatives from the partner- Donor
Organizations
Task designing and Facilitation
A core group had worked on it and circulated the day wise session plans.
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Major findings of the ARRE-2015:
Majority of the time had been spent on this topic and its
further fine tuning. The experiential sharing from the
subgroups and in-depth analysis had led towards following
constituents; expected to be reviewed in the next annual
programme.

Constituents and how to ensure:
1. Women with 0-6 months food security:
PRASARI will work for and with women with 0
to 6 months food security
To ensure the constituents the following points have to be kept on mind –






Selection of didi should be proper (Landless, only homestead land, 0-6 months food security,
full of debt etc)
Decision regarding the activities should be taken by didis. Husbands will participate in activity
planning as and where necessitates.
Information should be taken from didis, not from dadas.
No such activities should be done which insult the household
At the end of the day self evaluation should be done e.g. through today’s work whether I was
able to contribute anything to bring minimum change to her life.

2. SHG Collective: To establish/access women rights PRASARI will work through SHG
Collective
To ensure the constituents the following points have to be kept on mind –




At least 60% time should be provided at SHG level to strengthen them
Any decision at village level will be taken by SHG members
For larger development, larger body should be established at village to Block level and regular
communication and continuous facilitation should be there.

3. Mainstream collaboration: Strong relation of didis with the mainstream stakeholders will
be established
To ensure the constituents the following points have to be kept on mind –




At good relation should be build up with 50% didis of clusters & sub-clusters
Additional 3 months food security of 50% didis has to be ensured through proper leverage
At least 5% professional time should be bared with the mainstream stakeholders by each
executives

4. Distressed Migrant: PRASARI will work with the distressed migrant households to
reduce/stop migration
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To ensure the constituents the following points have to be kept on mind –



Identification of families or family members who migrates through survey
To judge the reduction or enhancement of migration at regular interval

5. Women headed family/Landless people/Ultra poor: PRASARI will work with the women
headed families who have a food security of 0-6 months, landless people or only having the
homestead land and the poor or ultra-poor households in priority basis
To ensure the constituents the following points have to be kept on mind –




Exact data collection and cross checking of landless households
Ensuring all the landless households are associated with SHGs and also including rest of the
landless households in SHGs
More time should be provided to the landless households than the households with at least few
lands

6. Socio-cultural destruction: PRASARI will not implement any work which causes social
destruction
To ensure the constituents the following points have to be kept on mind –


7.

SHG, Cluster and the PRASARIans will should ensure that the overall works are not
destructing the environment at any level

ST families: PRASARI will work with the ST families with 0-6 months food security at a
priority basis
To ensure the constituents the following points have to be kept on mind –


At each and every level (i.e. Household, Hamlet, Village, GP, Block, District & State) it
should be ensured that PRASARI is working with the ST families at a priority basis

The teams were facilitated to look back to the strengths and weakness and their alignments with
our actions.
Professionals spent conscious time on ‘listening’ the HR. Each of the team was provided with the handful
of data to rectify the practices in their respective teams and bringing in some positive changes in HR
nourishments.
The grey areas for the teams and organization were identified and needs to be published at ‘public’ to earn
inputs:
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Gray Area
The plenary in the ARRE-2015 started dealing with the gray area, wished to segregate them in a couple of
layers. The layer termed as “1” is related to ‘micros’ and needs immediate attention and the layer “2” has
the relation with “external” and needs support from there. Following are the point wise gray area across
categories:
Sl.no Gray Area
1
Addressing the issue of women trafficking-especially from
the closed tea garden
2
Financial resource mobilization
3
HR Development (Process, systems in place and practices)
4
Forward and backward strategies to address distressed
migration
5
“Values” among individuals working in the Org. (process to
ensure)
6
Innovative livelihoods option-we should not be stuck
7
Enhancement and clarity of nutrition knowledge and the
issues
8
Knowledge of the executives in ‘livelihoods economics’
9
Exact and detail knowledge of the Govt. Schemes
10
Development of collectives-different options towards the end
results of collectives
11
Utilization of untapped human skills within the organization,
ensuring the exchanges (may be in building proposals or
introducing qualities in execution)
12
A strong administration system within PRASARI
13
Corpus fund generation-how and when? Ideas from internal
and external sources
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8.b. Grooming Young Professionals:
In PRASARI, grooming of newly joined Professionals are given utmost priority with the philosophyprojects would come and go but the groomed professionals would take the Organization and the sector
forward. A special orientation and sensible learning exercise has been designed for the new comers as
briefed below. It starts with the village stay of the Professionals , immediately they join:
The major objective of this programme:
1. This might work as the litmus test for the Organization as well as the executive-whether this is the right
set of environment one Professional to cope up to work and vice versa.
2. This would provide a complete facilitation to explore the things in depth in the operation
villages/households/related other stakeholders
Tanure:
30 days
Stay:
In operational village may be initially identified by the Team Leader/Field guide, later on be changed but
the stay should be with the family preferably, satishfies our constituents (we set in the ARRE-15)
The costs of staying and food during village stay should be borne by the Entrant during the stay.
Process:
The stay needs an assignment to be designed by the Executive and the g\Guide/TL-may be at the
beginning or the Executive may spend few days in the village then can design the task together.
The assignment is a joint assignment for the guidee and the guide and the Guide/TL should spend
considerable time with the Executive during the village stay.The Guide has to spend at least a couple of
nights with the Executive/guidee in the village/Household itself. The TL should ensure the values (respect
to the community more specifically) be explained and practiced by the guidee.
During the stay, maximum number of Team members should spend time with the guidee (either in her
village or can accompany to other villages where team member works) and would expose their work and
community to the guidee.The guidee should maintain a daily diary to capture the feeling and learning day
wise and other things she likes to preserve.
End of the stay:
At the 30th day, the guidee should leave for 48 hrs. of stay at home to discuss on the one month's
experience, operational area, working style and timing and finally whether its her/his cup of tea work here
in PRASARI. The guidee can consult with the parents, friends, relatives about the matter and can come
back directly to the orientation workshop with a presentation and the report of her/his stay. The report to
be sent before 18th of January-2016.Evaluation of the guide and the Team by guidee (and other
colleagues in PRASARI) with respect to the support provided to her/him is also part of the review.
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8.c. Foundation Programme:
The stay followed by the week- long foundation programme compriosing of class rooms and field visits
to the older operational villages. Each of the senior professionals are given the responsibilities to halp
new comers to learn technicalities,phases and details (designs) of SHGs, Gravity flow irrigation, ex-situ
water harvesting techniques, NRM based livelihoods etc. The detailed field visit and de-briefing in the
plenary concretize the learning.
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9. Audit Report
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